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ABSTRACT

Expressions for the zeroth, second and fourth frequency sum rules of the bulk stress auto

correlation function have been derived. The exact expressions involve static correlation function

upto four particles. Because of the non availability of any information about static quadruplet

correlation function we use a low order decoupling approximation for this. In this work, we have

obtained, separatclvfthe sum rules for the different mechanism of momentum transfer in the fluids.

The results are expected to be useful in the study of bulk viscosity of the fluids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The calculation of dynanical and transport properties of

the fluids is one of the classical problems in statstical

mechanics. In the last 28 years extensive computer simulation

works for the hard sphere, Lennard Jones fluids and Liquid

•etals have been done to study the dynamic correlation

functions and transport properties. However, there exist very

less theoretical as well as eiperiaental work on the bulk

viscosity of the fluids. The experimental measurements are

complicated and can only be made indirectly usinq several

other thermodynaaic quantities. Recently, some equilibrium'and

non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulation has been done to

study the bulk viscosity of the Lennard Jones fluids over a

reasonable ranges of densities and temperatures. On the other

hand, there eiist very little experimental or simulation data

on the bulk viscosity of the liquid metals. In the simulation

studies of the Lennard Jones fluids it has been found that the

ratio of bulk to shear viscosity differs from the prediction

of the existing theories. For eiaaple, near the solidification

the Enskoq value of this ratio is 1.2 whereas ttD computer

simulation value is 0.34. The Enskoq theory overestimates the

bulk viscosity and underestimates the shear viscosity by a

factor of 2. In the very recent work of Borgelt et »1 the

kinetic theory has been modified to predict the transport

coefficients of the Lennard Jones potential. It has been found

that the calculated results for the bulk viscosity are 68% off

from the simulation results. In fact there eiist no tractable
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kinetic equation which can be used to predict the bulk

viscosity of the -fluids.

The theoretical approach which is at present readily

used is through the Green Kubo -formulation. In this approach

the transport coefficients are expressed as the tiae integral

of the tiae correlation -functions (TCFs) of the appropriate

fluctuation variable. For example the viscosity is related to

the tiae integral of the auto-correlation function of the

stress tensor. The tiae evolution of the TCFs can be expressed

in teras of the relaxation kernel or the aeaory function. The

aeaory function has in it all contributions to dynaaics of a

aany body systea- uncarrelated binary and higher order

collisions. So far there is no first principle aethod which

can be applied to calculate exactly the ternary function for

any arbitrary density and teaperatures of the fluid.

Therefore, one often assuaes phenoaenological fora for it. The

paraaeters introduced theain are deterained by frequency su«

rules. In fact it has been recognised that the frequency sua

rules or aoaents of the TCF play an iaportant role in the

analysis of the TCF and in the calculation of the transport

coefficients. These sua rules can be directly foraulated in

teras of the static correlation functions and the inter*toaic

potential.

In view of the above, we derive in this paper the

explicit molecular expressions for the ieroth, second and

fourth frequency sua rules of the stress auto correlation

function which will be used, later, in the calculation of the

bulk viscosity of the Lennard Jones fluids and liquid netals.

The expressions for the ieroth, second and fourth sua rules

involve the static correlation function upto two, three and

four particles, respectively. In this work, we have evaluated

seperately the sua rules for the different aechanita of the

momentum transfer in the fluids. This Mill help us to stud/

the partial correlation function of the stress tensor. Dur

results for the sua rules are expected to be useful for the

study of the bulk viscosity of the fluids.

In section 2, MI present the theory for the calculation

of the bulk viscosity. The results for the SUB rules of the

auto correlation of the stress tensor are given in section 3.

In section 4. suaaary and discussion are given.

2. THEORY

The Green Kubo expression for the bulk viscosity is

given by

with O (+•} •

ilbi

where v. (t) and <*.(t) are the *cth Cartesian component of the

velocity and position of the ith particle at tiae t. F ^ ( U is

otth component of the forte on the ith particles. In eqn.(la)

sua over <£ and ft run over the Cartesian coordinates. In

eqn.(l) m, V, k«, and T are the Mass, Voluae, the Bolt m a m

constant and the teaperature.

Froa the eqn.Oa) and tlb) it can be seen that bulk

stress arises through the transfer of momentum in the liquid



and we qive the following interpretation of the individual

ter.s in this expression. The -first, arises froa the transfer

of atont's noaentu* coaponent in the K direction through the

displacement of the atoa in the saae direction. The second is

due to the transfer of aaaentua via the interatoaic -forces. At

high density the latter is expected to be considerably More

important of the two MChanisa.

Ue Mrite eqn.(la) in an alternate way as

J*(tJ j /

•here

»nd

(2a)

(2b)

*re the kinetic and potential parts, respectively of the

stress tensor J**(t).

From eqn.(2} we see that the TCF of the stress tensor is

coaposed of the three distinct contributions abbreviated as

Ue call each as partial auto correlation function of the bulk

stress tensor. The short time expansion of the »J_itj is given

= -r-
,.,

where ^"is nth sum rule of the spectral function of r^(t). In

the next section ue present the explicit expressions for the

sut rules of the kinetic-kinetic (kk), kinetic-potential (kp)

and potential-potential (pp) parts of the TCF, respectively.

3. EXPRESSIONS FDR THE SUP RULES

A. KINETIC-KINETIC PflRT:

The short tiae expansion of the kk part to >£(O

is given as

' (5)

with C
where It-t) represents the nth derivative of the J. (t).

The calculation of the \. is very siaple as it

involves only the correlation of the velocities of the

particles at the saae tiaes. Ue obtain

(7)

4The 4 is calculated irom the expression

where

we obtain

(6)

,„
where g(r,) is the pair distribution function. Here and in

what follows we use the notations

where U(r, ) is the pair potential.

The <^' is calculated fron the expression

Tifc. °* \ * k / 11U

Although, the direct evaluation of the 1 appears to involve

the two- , three-, four and five particles distribution

function, soae sjaplification is possible. It has been found

that five and four particle contribution turn out to be lero



in the pair potential approximation and successive use of the

Tvon theorem. The final expression for X) involves static

distribution 'function only upto three particles. The

expression obtained is given by

>w J

(12)

From the above expressions of the sum rules it can easily be

seen that even the short time properties of the k*k

contribition to the TCF of the stress tensor is affected by

the presence of the interatomic potential.

B. KINETIC POTENTIAL PART

The short time expansion of the kinetic -potential

(kp) contribution to the stress auto-correlation function

f*|_(t) is given by

Ay
(131

with

(14)
where the superscript n on J M y represents the nth time

derivative of J ^ ( t ) . The explicit expressions for the M 'can

be obtained using the method of Bansal and Pathak. Me obtain

for these

U6)

and

C. POTENTIAL-POTENTIftL PART

It has been shown by Hoheise) and Vogelsang that

the potential- potential contribution to the stress auto

correlation function is the aost important of the three. It

can be written equivalent̂  as

(16)

In t-» 8 li«it is given as

Although after eqn.(18) direct evaluation of the coefficients

in the expression (19) appears to involve two-, three and four

particles distribution functions, so«e siaplification is

possible. As far as "["•'' is concerned one nay exploit the first

two equations of the eiact Yvon-Born-Green hierarchy to reduce

the multiple particle averages and obtain



<2B>

Jhe eipression for the ^ t l J is obtained -fro*

<V - K *«<( *ult0 * »{
where dot on

(21)

represent* the tiae derivative of the

*« ( r i j " ( U > > T n e evaluation of the equilibrium averages in

eqn.121) yields the expression for ij1*' given by

The fourth frequency *u» rule of the

(22)

defined *s

pj (23)

It can be written *s the su* of two-, three- and four particle

contribution. We explicitly write as

lr-t>
(24)

I t is straight forward to obtain the two particle

contribution, which is given as

(25)

The notation used here isthasameasthat in earlier results. It
i*i) the fourth

should be noted that *£ involves upto yderivative of the

interatoaic potential. This therefore, contains the highly

anharaonic aotion of atoas in the fluids. The calculation of

the triplet contribution is also straight forward but lengthy.

It is

>5<

(26)

The above contribution for V^f'represent* the contribution

due to Simultaneous correlation between position of three

arbitrary atoms in -fluids at equilibrium. It involves upto

third derivative of the interatoaic potential.

The enact expression for jjj*̂  which involves the four

particles distribution function is given in appendu 1, for

completeness. Since no information is available about four

IB
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particle distribution, expressions for i|L are simplified

usinq a low order decoupling approximation which is already

discussed in our earlier work. The final approximate

expression is «s follows

j1
(27)

The above expressions are of practical utility as these

now involve static pair and triplet correlation functions.

These expressions for frequency SUB rules obtained are

entirely new results and *re purely Microscopic and tractable.

It is expected that these SUM rules would be useful in the

study of the bulk stress auto correlation function and the

bulk viscosity of the fluids. It should be noted that very

little information is known about the correlation function of

stress tensor. The SAparate evaluation of different

contribution to the sum rules, done first, will help to

study the partial stress auto correlation function. This Mill

also help to study the theraodynaic state dependent importance

of the various aechanisa of the aoaentua transfer

in the fluids.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have obtained the complete

expressions for the teroth, second and fourth Trequency sum

rules of the bulk stress auto- correlation function. The

expression presented here are new and are eipected to be

useful in the study of the stress auto correlation function

and the bulk viscosity of the fluids. This has already been

demonstrated in our earlier work of self diffusion, shear

11

viscosity and theraal conductivity of the Lennard Jones

fluids. Mere it is of great ifcportance to mention that our

calculation of the bulk viscosity will not require the

knowledqr of the shear viscosity. The only input required in

our calculation is the knowledge of the interatomic potential.
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APPENMX t

The four particle contribution to the fourth sua rule of

the potential -potential part of the bulk stress auto

correlation function is obtained to be

where g (r^, "r̂_ • ~? ) is the static quadruplet correlation

function. Thi* eipression (A.I) tan be approximated using Ion

order decoupling approii»*tion discussed in our earlier work.

The approxiaate eipression is given by eqn.(Z7).
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